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aan mij

Dear all,

Today, I'd like to share with you how the scarlet thread, the outward manifestation of our faith in the Lord, woven in our tapestry of redemption, ties to
the crimson binding-cord of the priestly wave sheaf and crimson sacrificial lamb's neck cord and  Rahab's redemtion chord, all backtracking to a very
particular crimson worm the Lord compared himself to. Then, notice, how on the Passover we await the full, super WORM moon rising in the womb of
Virgo.

Then on the Spring Equinox we see prophetic pictures of enemy signaling flourish too:

the sun touching the altar of Isis in Paris
the serpent descending in Kukulkan 
when most people in Israel will celebrate Purim (peace and security mindset, affirmed in Mordechai's and Esther's letters, gift giving)
commemoration Bush signed the Noahide laws (Talmud based) into effect in 1991 and his 'Shock and Awe campaign was launched

Then, March 22 or 322 comes into play, rich with prophetic meaning of barley being Abib and 'being in the ear' spiritually, but of course also hyjacked
for enemy signaling, particularly towards their false 'sun king' about to arrive on the scene shortly after we leave.

I conclude with a more upbeat, an indeed beautiful picture of how the storks in Israel carry with them prophetic meaning and 'know their appointed
times' Biblically. Let us heed al thes signs and wonders the Lord graces us with.

The scarlet cord of redemption
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